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Books and Resources:


	Class: 
	Books and Resources: 
KWO - Key Word Outline
DB - DropBox
CC - Composition Checklist
SSO - Story Sequence Outline
	Name.0: 
	Top.0: Monday
	Top.1: Tuesday
	Top.2: Wednesday
	Top.3: Thursday
	Top.4: Friday
	Side.0: 
	Side.1: 
	Plans.0.0: Off
	Plans.0.1: *Lesson 1* (get handouts) 
- Verbalize KWO 
- Write paragraph from KWO
	Plans.0.2: 
	Plans.0.3: Off
	Plans.0.4: - Edit paragraph using composition checklist.
- Turn in and notify Mom
	Plans.1.2: 
	Plans.2.2: 
	Plans.3.2: 
	Plans.4.2: 
	Plans.5.2: 
	Plans.1.4: - Write paragraph from KWO
- Edit paragraph using CC
- Turn in and notify Mom
	Plans.2.4: - Write paragraph from KWO
- Edit paragraph using CC
- Turn in and notify Mom
	Plans.3.4: - Read story and fully edit using CC (Remember everything needs to be in EACH paragraph)
- Turn in and notify Mom
	Plans.4.4: - Write second and third paragraph
	Plans.5.4: - Create SSO of "King Midas" - new char/setting?
- Write first paragraph of story
	Plans.1.0: - Type up final draft of paragraph. Turn in to DB
- Create KWO using Ben Franklin's Autobiography, Page 5
- Verbalize KWO
	Plans.1.1: - Write paragraph from KWO
- Edit paragraph using CC.
- Turn in and notify Mom
	Plans.1.3: - Type up final draft of paragraph. Turn in to DB
- Create KWO using 2 paragraphs from science text
	Plans.2.0: - Type up final draft of paragraph. Turn in to DB
- *Lesson 2* (get handouts)

	Plans.2.1: - Write paragraph from KWO
- Edit paragraph using CC
- Turn in and notify Mom
	Plans.2.3: - Type up final draft of paragraph. Turn in to DB
- Create KWO using 2 paragraphs from Ben Franklin's Autobiography
	Plans.3.0: - Type up final draft of paragraph. Turn in to DB
*Lesson 3* (get handouts)

	Plans.3.1: - Decide if change char. and setting. Adjust outline as needed.
- Begin writing. Finish first paragraph
	Plans.3.3: - Write second and third paragraph
	Plans.4.0: - Type up corrected story
	Plans.4.1: *Lesson 4* (get handouts)
- Rewrite story from Lesson 3 with dress ups
	Plans.4.3: - Create Story Sequence outline of "Cocks and the Eagle". Change characters or settings, if you want
- Write first paragraph 
	Plans.5.0: - Read story and edit using CC. Remember everything needs to be in EACH paragraph
- Turn in to DB
	Plans.5.1: - Type up final draft and turn in to DB
	Side.2: 
	Side.3: 
	Side.4: 
	Side.5: 
	Plans.6.2: 

------------------------------->
	Plans.5.3: *Lesson 5* (get handouts)
- Create titles for ALL past compositions

	Plans.6.0: Break Week

Catch up or relax
	Side.6: 
	Side.7: 
	Side.8: 
	Plans.6.1: 

------------------------------->
	Plans.6.3: 

------------------------------->
	Plans.6.4: 

------------------------------->
	Plans.7.1: - Edit using CC
- Turn in and notify Mom
	Plans.7.0: - Finish second and third paragraph of story
	Plans.7.4: *Lesson 6* (get handouts)
- Create KWO for each of the two "Timbuktu" paragraphs
	Plans.7.3: - Type edited story
- Turn in to DB
	Plans.8.0: - Write paragraph for each outline (separately) 

	Plans.8.1: - Edit both paragraphs using CC
- Turn in and notify Mom
	Plans.8.2: 
	Plans.8.3: - Edit from Mom's notes, complete final draft and turn in via DB
	Plans.8.4: *Lesson 7* (get handouts)
- Create outline from article
- Write paragraph from outline
	Plans.7.2: 


